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ABSTRACT 
We developed a method of information extraction for multiple 
data sources or for various kinds of datasets like Internet web 
pages. Generally, because many different writing styles or vo-
cabularies exist among different kinds of data, the accuracy of 
information extraction using various kinds of datasets is not 
better than that using a single kind of data. Our method divides 
the data by clustering and learns extraction rules to increase 
accuracy even if we use various kinds of datasets. In our ex-
periment, we applied our method to a NTCIR8 Technical Trend 
Map Creation subtask that uses two kinds of data, patents and 
technical papers, and obtained the better precision than normal 
information extraction method. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
I.2.7 [ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE]: Natural Language 
Processing – Text analysis; H.3.1 [INFORMATION STOR-
AGE AND RETRIEVAL]: Content Analysis and Indexing – 
Linguistic processing 

General Terms 
Algorithms, Experimentation 

Keywords 
 Entity extraction, Clustering, Machine learning 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, effective uses are expected of a great deal of text 

information such as Web pages and company documents. In 
these texts, many words have specific meanings (called seman-
tic classes) such as a person’s name, a location’s name, an or-
ganization’s name, and so on. By extracting these words, we 
can effectively use the text information on a Q and A system 
and for text categorization, machine translation, and so on. For 
example, we can automatically create a technical trend map 
with two axes for technologies and effects by extracting tech-
nology names and their effects from patents and technical pa-
pers. By looking at the trend map, we can recognize what tech-
nology exists and how it is related to which effect. 

Named Entity Resolution extracts words that have semantic 
classes. Yamada’s very popular method [7] creates rules that 
recognize such words by a machine learning technique that uses 
training data annotated with semantic classes. This method is 
divided into two phases: learning and applying. In the learning 
phase, based on the assumption that identical semantic class 
words have similar neighbor words, machine learning creates 
rules that sort a word into positive and negative using the anno-
tated words and the neighbor words as a positive example and 
the un-annotated words and neighbors as a negative example. In 
the apply phase, the method decides whether an input word is a 
semantic class by using the rules. 

This method is commonly used with a single kind of data in 
which the neighbor words are similar because the writing style 
of the same type of data is similar. For neighbor words that are 
not similar, prior method cannot create good rules and cannot 
get good accuracy. Table 1 shows an example of prior method 
with multiple kinds of data (patents and technical papers) in a 
Technical Trend Map Creation subtask in NTCIT8. The first 
column denotes the kinds of training datasets: only paper, only 
patents, or a combination. The second column denotes the kind 
of testing dataset. The rest of the columns show the macro-
averages of the extraction semantic classes, TECHNOLOGY, 
ATTRIBUTE, and VALUE. The precision, recall, and f-value 
of the mixed data in the training data are lower than those of the 
single kinds. 

In recent years, the utilization of information that contains 
such various kinds of data as internet web pages or intranet 
enterprise documents is expected to increase. In the Technical 
Trend Map Creation subtask of NTCIR8, the kind of each data 
was already given. However, to use internet or intranet data, we 
do not know the kind of each piece of data or how the dataset 
should be separated. 

We researched an information extracting method that gets 
good accuracy even if the data contains various kinds of data. 
Our clustered learning method makes clusters from training 
data and rules from each clustered training data using machine 
learning techniques. Our method can divide problem spaces like 
kinds of data by clustering and creates rules for each problem 
space. However, the clustered training data by only clustering 
has bias: the amount of training data in each cluster and the 
density in each problem space. To limit these effects, our me-
thod modifies the data of clusters. Specifically, the data in large 
and high density clusters are moved to another cluster. 

In this paper, first, we describe an abstract of the Technical 
Trend Map Creation subtask of NTCIR8. Next, we explain our 
clustered learning method and show experiment and subtask 
results. Finally, we describe the discussions. 

 

Table 1. Comparison accuracy between single and multiple 
kinds of training data 

Training Test Precision Recall F

Paper Paper 51.97 23.64 32.40

Paper + Patent Paper 45.62 18.07 25.75

Patent Patent 66.24 40.68 50.35

Paper + Patent Patent 63.54 36.65 45.95
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2. TECHNICAL TREND MAP CREATION 
SUBTASK 

The purpose of this task is extracting technology names and 
the effects that use the axes of a technical trend map from tech-
nical papers and patents [4]. The following are the practical 
semantic classes: 

 TECHNOLOGY: algorithms, tools, materials, or data 
used in each paper or patent 

 EFFECT: ATTRIBUTE and VALUE pairs 
 ATTRIBUTE: an attribute in the effect of a technology  
 VALUE: values related to attributes in an effect  

A task organizer distributes the training dataset, and partici-
pants develop systems that extract these semantic classes. 

 

<TECHNOLOGY> </TECHNOLOGY>
<EFFECT><ATTRIBUTE>

</ATTRIBUTE> <VALUE> </VALUE></EFFECT>

Figure 1. Sample data of Technical Trend Map Creation 
subtask 

3. CLUSTERED LEARNING METHOD 
Our clustered learning method recognizes text’s semantic 

classes by using rules learned by machine learning techniques. 
It divides training data into clusters and makes rules from each 
clustered training data. However, clustered training data have 
some bias: the amount of training data in each cluster and the 
density in each problem space. To limit these effects, our me-
thod modifies the data of clusters. 

Our method divides problem spaces like data kinds by clus-
tering and creates rules of each problem space. Therefore, for 
training data that contain various kinds of data, our method can 
get good accuracy. 

Figure 2 shows an overview of our clustered learning method 
that is divided into two phases, learning and applying. In the 
learning phase, the training data is divided into clusters. Next, 
the clustered training data are modified to limit biases. Then, 
rules are made from each clustered training data. In the apply-
ing phase, a specific cluster is selected that resembles test data 
as an input. Rules related to the selected clusters are applied to 
recognize each word’s semantic class. 

Clustering

TrainingTrainingTraining Data

Select Cluster

Test Data

Apply rule

Learning

CL1 CL2 CL3

Rule-CL1 Rule-CL2 Rule-CL3

Tagged Data

Modify cluster

 
Figure 2. Overview of clustered learning method 

 

3.1 Clustering 
Our method divides training datasets into clusters by a clus-

tering technique. A clustering target is a document or the con-
text. The context means the information of each word and its 
neighbor words. For document clustering, the clusters denote 
kinds of data. For context clustering, the clusters denote kinds 
of words. 

Document clustering makes clusters from each document in 
the training datasets. Each document is represented as a docu-
ment vector that consists of the word whose part of speech is 
noun, verb, adjective, adjectival verb or adverbs and the number 
of words in the document.  

Context clustering makes clusters from each appearance of 
all words in the documents in the training dataset. Each appear-
ance of words is represented as a feature vector that consists of 
the word’s grammatical information and its neighbor words. 
These features are mentioned below in this section. 

Many clustering methods are available, including k-means 
[6], pLSI [3], and so on. K-means with cosine similarity is suit-
able for document clustering because each document vector has 
a lower dimension number than the feature vector’s one in con-
tent clustering. pLSI is better for context clustering because it 
can reduce the dimensions of vectors; pLSI can handle high-
dimensional data like feature vectors. 

3.2 Modification of clusters 
The purpose of the modification of clustered data is to limit 

the effects of biases and to generalize each problem space de-
fined by each cluster. The biases of the clustered training data-
set are the amount of training data in each cluster and the den-
sity in each problem space. These biases, which harm machine 
learning, and their effects are described in more detail as fol-
lows. 

Figure 3 shows a conceptual figure of modification clusters. 
The small circles, the big circles, and the x marks denote the 
vectors related to each piece of data, the clusters, and the cen-
ters of each cluster, respectively. First we considered the clus-
tered training data, as shown on the right side. In this case, since 
most vectors in each cluster are close to the center of each clus-
ter, our method cannot recognize a word located outside of 
these clusters, so a set of rules in these clusters does not have 
good generalization performance. Moreover, the amount of data 
in cluster c is smaller than the other clusters. Thus, each rule in 
each cluster has different performance. 

To limit the effects from these biases, our method modifies 
the data in the clusters by moving them among clusters. Such 
modification averages the amount and the density of each clus-
ter. 

First, AmountBias and SimBias are calculated as follows: 
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In the equation, iC  is the ith cluster, in  is the number of 

vectors in the ith cluster, and n  is the average of the number of 
vectors in each cluster. Therefore, AmountBias is the ratio be-
tween the number of vectors in iC  and the average. cix  is a 

center vector of iC . ijx  is an jth vector in iC . ),( yxsim  is 

the similarity between x and y. Therefore, SimBias is the ratio 
between the mean square of the dissimilarity between the center 
and each vector. 

A cluster is selected whose AmountBias is higher than a par-
ticular threshold and whose SimBias is lower than a particular 
threshold. The vector in the selected cluster is moved to another 
cluster whose center vector resembles the vector. 

These steps are repeated until all clusters satisfy the 
AmountBias and SimBias thresholds. 

 

Cluster c

Cluster b

Cluster a

Cluster c

Cluster b

Cluster a

 
 Figure 3. Modification of clusters 

 

3.3 Learning rules 
By using each bit of clustered training data, machine learning 

makes recognition rules. Each rule is made from each cluster. 
The learner creates rules that sort a word into positive and nega-
tive using the annotated word and the context as a positive ex-
ample and the un-annotated word and the context as a negative 
example. The context contains the features of the target word, 
its two neighbor words, and words that have a modification 
relationship of the target and neighbor words. Practical features 
include:  

 character string 

 plain form 

 part of speech 

 semantic label from language analysis 

Additionally, there are some practical rule creation methods, 
such as rules that only recognize the semantic class of each 
word or recognize the semantic class and its range like the BIO 
method [7]. We can choose any method. 

3.4 Applying phase 
First, a cluster is selected that contains rules applied to input 

words. The similarity between the inputted document or context 
and the centers in each cluster is calculated. Then the cluster is 
selected with the highest similarity. If the cluster is made from 
document vectors at the learning phase, then the similarity be-
tween the documents is calculated. If the cluster is made from 
context vectors at the learning phase, then the similarity be-
tween contexts is calculated. If the score is 0, our method does 
not apply rules because we cannot select clusters. 

Then the rules, which are related to the selected cluster, are 
applied to the inputted word. 

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
To evaluate our method, we did experiments using the Tech-

nical Trend Map Creation subtask data. First, we show the re-
sult of a formal run. Next, we represent the effects of clustering. 
Due to time limitations, we couldn’t experiment on the modifi-
cation of clusters. We want to represent the effect of the modi-
fication of clusters near future. 

Before describing the formal run results, we show some con-
ditions. 

We used bisecting K-means [6] as the only clustering method 
and CLUTO [2] for implementation. A cluster’s center is me-
doid calculated by CLUTO as the highest z-score. A vector’s z-
score is the difference between the average similarity of the 
vector in its cluster and the averaged similarities of all vectors 
in the same cluster. 

The rule creation method makes rules that recognize whether 
it is a semantic class. Rules cannot recognize the range of se-
mantic classes like BIO tags. We make four rules in each clus-
ter for each semantic class: TECHNOLOGY, ATTRIBUTE, 
VALUE, and OTHER. If a semantic class expression consists 
of multiple words, rules can only recognize its last word. 

SVM is the machine learning technique, and we use libSVM 
[1] for its implementation with linear kernel and default pa-
rameters. 

Language analysis was done by Jana [5], which is developed 
and studied by the NEC corp. . 

4.1 Experiment 1: Formal run 
We applied our method to a Technical Trend Map Creation 

subtask. Due to time limitations, we couldn’t use clustering and 
modification. 

Additionally, rules can only recognize the last word of the 
semantic classes of TECHNOLOGY, ATTRIBUTE, and 
VALUE. Therefore, we have to take a chunk from each seman-
tic class word and make an EFFECT class. We make a chunk of 
TECHNOLOGY and ATTRIBUTE as a sequence of the modi-
fication relation words of the last word. We make an EFFECT 
class as a pair of an ATTRIBUTE class and a VALUE class 
that are located within two words. 

Table 2 shows our result of a formal run (In [4], our run id is 
‘ONT’). 

 

Table 2.  Results of formal run 
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4.2 Experiment 2: Effect of clustering 
Figure 4 shows the precisions and recalls of the document 

and context clustering of the mixed training data in the learning 
phase. In Figure 4, each line denotes different test data and 
different clustering method. For example, 
‘MIX_PATENT_DOC’ shows results of PATENT test data and 
document clustering with mixed training data. The precision 
and recall are the macro-averages of TECHNOLOGY, AT-
TRIBUTE, and VALUE by 10-fold cross-validation. 

Additionally, we measured whether the last word of each 
class is correct. Since we can compare the single and combined 
kinds, the training dataset includes 500 documents: 250 from 
papers and 250 from patents. 

Precision 

 Document clustering (MIX_PATENT_DOC, 
MIX_PAPER_DOC): when the number of clusters is two, 
the precision outperformed the normal (0 clusters). The 
precision of paper test data with two document clusters 
showed a dramatic increase as compared with The preci-
sion of paper test data without document clustering. 

 Context clustering (MIX_PATENT_CON, 
MIX_PAPER_CON): There were few changes. 

Recall 

 The recalls of all tests decreased by increasing the number 
of clusters. The rules became more specific by increasing 
the clusters. 

Table 3 shows the results of the single kind (patent or paper) 
training data, the mixed training data with document clustering 
(two clusters), and the mixed training data without clustering. 
The precision of mixed training data with clustering and patent 
or paper test data is higher than the precision of mixed training 
data without clustering and patent or paper test data, respec-
tively. Especially, the precision of mixed training data with 
clustering and paper test data is higher than the precision of 
paper training data and paper test data. But recall is down. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3. Comparison of each method (single kind (PATENT 
or PAPER), MIX(CLST=2) that use clustered learning me-
thod with two document clusters and MIX that uses normal 

mix training data) 

TRAINING TEST PREC RECALL F
PATENT PATENT 66.24% 40.68% 50.35%
MIX(CLST=2) PATENT 63.89% 33.80% 43.75%
MIX PATENT 63.54% 36.65% 45.95%
PAPER PAPER 51.97% 23.64% 32.40%
MIX(CLST=2) PAPER 52.67% 15.42% 23.74%
MIX PAPER 45.62% 18.07% 25.75%

 
 

5. DISCUSSIONS 

5.1 Cluster and the effect 
Next we discuss the results of document and context cluster-

ing. 

The document clustering results in the training phase are 
shown at Table 4 with the number of clusters (2, 3, 4), the clus-
ter id, and the number of documents for each kind in the cluster. 
We got satisfactory results that met our expectations because 
we sorted the training documents into different kinds. This is 
one of the factors of good effects. 

The context clustering results in the training phase are shown 
in Table 5 with the number of contexts in each cluster and in 
Table 6 with a representative example of contexts in each clus-
ter. There is no consistency of contexts in the same cluster. This 
is one of the reasons of poor results in context clustering in 
Figure 4. 

One cause of this result is the clustering method (K-means). 
The number of dimensions of the feature vector used by context 
clustering is huge (760,000). Therefore, we should use methods 
that can compress huge dimensions, like pLSA. 
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Figure 4. Result of clustered learning method in all clusters 
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Table 4. Amount of data in each document cluster 

CLST ID PAPER PATENTSUM

2 0 5 209 214
1 173 2 175

3
0 79 1 80
1 94 1 95
2 5 209 214

4

0 3 124 127
1 2 85 87
2 79 1 80
3 94 1 95

 
 

Table 5. Amount of data in each context cluster 

CLST ID PAPERPATENTSUM

2 0 8322 19370 27692
1 8137 16683 24820

3
0 1852 3295 5147
1 8322 19370 27692
2 6285 13388 19673

4

0 1852 3295 5147
1 3218 7472 10690
2 5104 11898 17002
3 6285 13388 19673

 
 

Table 6. Example context in each context cluster 
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5.2 Amount of training data in each kind 
Table 7 shows the number of words and the frequencies of all 

words in each kind of training dataset in Experiment 2. The 
patent’s training data is bigger than the paper’s training data 
because its frequency per word is bigger. The normal mixed 
method is lower than our method because the patent effect is 
bigger than the paper effect. Since our method can divide train-
ing data into different kinds, the precision of paper is especially 
good. 

 

Table 7. Number of words and frequency of all words in 
each kind of data 

 
 

5.3 Selection of cluster at applying phase 
First, we discuss the effect of the similarity threshold used by 

selecting the cluster phase. Figure 5 shows the precision and 
recall of document clustering at each similarity threshold with 
two clusters. The precision increases until the threshold reaches 
0.15. This means that the data near the center of each cluster are 
correct. However, when the threshold exceeds 0.15, the preci-
sion and recall decrease because our method cannot select a 
cluster. How to decide a good threshold is a problem. 

Our method selects a cluster that has the highest similarity 
between its center and the input vector. However, since the 
amounts of training data and the density of each cluster are 
different, we should determine a cluster with different thresh-
olds of each cluster or a different way that is not only based on 
similarity. 

5.4 Effects of clustered learning method 
Our method outperformed prior method when the number of 

cluster was applicable, because the clusters of document clus-
tering are divided into the kinds of data. From Table 3, when 
the number of clusters is two, the precision outperformed the 
normal (0 clusters). From Table 4, document clustering sorted 
the training documents into different kinds. If we use various 
kinds of data like internet web pages and intranet enterprise 
documents, our method can increase the accuracy of informa-
tion extraction. 

In my opinion, the reason of goodness of the paper’s preci-
sion at the two clusters in Figure 4, the training data of technical 
papers is small. The difference of training data amount between 
patents and papers is led from Table 7. In prior method (normal 
mixture), the effect of patents whose training data is big is 
stronger than the paper one. So, the accuracy of paper is low. 
However our method can divide training data into their kinds 
and can deny this bad effect. 

Because the rules became more specific by increasing the 
clusters, the recall decreased by increasing the number of clus-
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ters. We have to decide an applicable cluster size. It can be 
testing with training data. 

Context clustering could not get good result. We think its 
cause was the problem of clustering method and cluster size. 
The clustering methods that can compress huge dimensions, 
like pLSA, is better than K-means because the number of di-
mensions of the feature vector used by context clustering is 
huge (760,000). Cluster size should be bigger than 10 because 
kinds of contents is more various than documents. We have 
done a simplified experiment when the number of cluster was 
1000. We tested micro-averages of ATTRIBUTE, TECHNOL-
OGY and VALUE at nine cluster’s rules of 1000 clusters only. 
The precision of patents and papers are 76.68 and 53.85, respec-
tively. These precisions are as same as or higher than the results 
of a single kind in Table 3. We want to do experiments of other 
clustering methods and big cluster size. 

6. CONCLUSION 
We proposed an information extraction method called clustered 
learning for various kinds of data and applied it to a NTCIR8 
Technical Trend Map Creation subtask. Even if data contains 
multiple kinds of data, our method obtained similar results to a 
single one when training data can be divided into their kinds of 
data.  

Future work includes experiments with the modification of 
clusters and recall effects. We want to use another clustering 
method like pLSA in context clustering. Another way of decid-
ing select clustering will also be studied. 
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